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Executive Summary
During May and June 2016 VONNE undertook the eighth survey in our continued monitoring of the
state of the sector in the North East. In a period of ongoing austerity and public spending cuts the
survey results show the Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise (VCSE) sector continues to
respond to the challenges these issues pose to North East communities.
Just over 100 organisations responded to the survey, representing a broad cross section of VCSE
organisations in the region. These range from small, neighbourhood groups to large national
enterprising charities. The majority of respondents predominantly fell into the small to medium
sized organisational category with a turnover between £10,000- £1m and the majority were service
providers, with the largest service provision category being health and wellbeing.
Respondents were represented from right across the region covering every local authority area and
between them they supported over 180,000 individuals in the North East, and almost 7,000 other
organisations. They employ over 2,480 people and work with nearly 3,000 volunteers.

Headline figures
The previous survey was carried out in 2014 and comparative figures are shown in red in
brackets. Over the past 12 months respondents said:








85% have experienced an increase in demand for their service (71% in 2014)
61% have increased the number of services provided (35%)
72% have had an increase in numbers of beneficiaries (42%)
21% have no reserves (23%) and 43% only have reserves to last up to 3 months (41%)
46% have seen their grant income decrease, 17% have seen it increase.
44% have seen their earned income increase, 21% have seen it decrease.
Local authorities continue to provide a significant source of income for the sector in the
form of grants, with 77% of recipients receiving grants. A third of those who have
experienced a reduction of income did not expect that loss.

Looking to the coming 12 months:








45% will be or are considering recruiting more staff. (38%)
29% will be or are considering reducing staff (50%)
81% anticipate an increase in volunteers. (80%)
68% of organisations are looking to provide more services (65%), whilst 33% are
considering closing a service. (44%)
69% are planning on increasing the number/type of beneficiaries they support. (63%)
53% plan to or are likely to use reserves in the coming financial year
14% may close in the next 12 months (21%)

Tracking responses over the years
As this is the eighth survey we now have a body of evidence dating back to spring 2009 with clear
trends over time. The most significant responses in this year’s survey are the sharp increase in
demand for services reported, up from 71% to 85%. The sector has responded to need by
organisations increasing the number of services they provide, 61% of those doing so, compared to
35% previously. A significant 72% have had an increase in the numbers of beneficiaries, perhaps put
down to the impact of cuts to local authority budgets and services, welfare reform and increases in
those living in poverty and debt.
There has been a steady rise in the numbers reporting a decrease in funding over the last 3 years
which remains consistently high. However, the sector continues to adapt to survive with a marked
change in income mix reported this year. 46% have experienced a decrease in grant income, 21% a
decrease in earned income, but 44% have seen their earned income increase in this latest survey.
Over the years we have seen a shift from local authority grant funding towards contract based
funding but those in receipt of contract funding via the local authority has remained fairly static
between 2014 – 2016 at circa 50%.
Interestingly, decreased income from grants from charitable trusts and foundations was the leading
source of lost income in this latest survey, followed by lottery funding, local authority contracts and
grants. Earned income from selling goods and services was the leading source of income followed by
grants from charitable sources and lottery funding.
The number of those with no reserves to fall back on has decreased slightly from 23% to 21% but is
still worryingly high. There are still concerns about the numbers planning on utilising their reserves,
with 53% responding they will or are likely to use theirs in the coming financial year.
20% have lost staff in the past 12 months, compared to 33% in 2014, a welcome downward trend,
and less reporting they plan to lose staff in the coming 12 months. However, the majority of
respondents in this latest survey reported no change to numbers of volunteers or paid staff which
indicates the sector is attempting to meet increased demand without expanding human resources.
The patterns over the last few years illustrate an increasing reliance on reserves, loss of substantial
funding, and a number of organisations shrinking. Organisations are facing significant continued rising
demand, but with public sector spending cuts and limited reserves, they are now in a fragile state to
respond appropriately.
One respondent summed up the issues well in this comment:
“The VCSE provide services that take the strain of many statutory bodies, which themselves are
already under pressure. Many people in the community will be left without services to support them.
Food banks are operating, high levels of people living in poverty, the health and well-being of people
is declining, now is a time when VCSE should be operating at its best to address these issues, but
sadly due to cut backs voluntary agencies are closing and this will have a catastrophic effect on those
who are most in need.”

Recommendations
We have the following recommendations to stakeholders.
Government & public sector funders
In the current climate of reduction in public sector funding for services and welfare reform
impacting on those most in need, VCSE organisations are an essential lifeline. Fund the
sector to deliver the services that vulnerable people rely on, otherwise those services will be
lost; people will suffer and be pushed further into crisis, debt and poverty. We need
government at local and national level to take a longer term view and invest in the VCSE and
local communities to prevent escalating needs and ultimately a greater draw on the public
purse.
The government should extend its pledge to spending £1 in every £3 with small and medium
enterprises (SME’s) by 2020 to a commitment to ensuring a set proportion of central
government spending goes to small and medium sized charities and social enterprises.
Local authorities and other public sector commissioners should also set targets for
contracting and making grants to smaller ‘local’ VCSE organisations to ensure we retain a
balanced market of VCSE providers and retain grassroots community support. Intelligent
local commissioning should embed the principles of Social Value Act, local councils should
be made more accountable for social value delivery and commissioners and procurement
teams should have the appropriate training to support application of the principles of the
act. We have some examples of good practice in the region such as North Tyneside’s Social
Value Policy but we need a consistent approach drawing on best practice to be adopted
across all public sector commissioning agencies. The Social Value Act also needs to be
embedded within NHS commissioning.
Commissioners need to have a greater understanding of co-commissioning and the
involvement of those with lived experience in the design and delivery of services.
Procurement processes should be made more accessible to smaller VCSE organisations and
made proportionate to that which is being commissioned. Grants are vital to smaller and
medium sized charities, many of whom cannot compete in the world of competitive
tendering. Investment in the form of grants is entirely legitimate and is often the most
appropriate form of funding for these smaller groups and organisations. Without grants,
grassroots local community and peer support organisations providing vital services will close
and vulnerable people will be left without a safety net.
The emphasis on transformation and social enterprise misses the stark reality that there is
chronic need but no market for the services that many VCSE organisations provide.

The Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise Sector
Do not neglect governance in an effort to fire fight. Strong governance is a critical success
factor. Make time for planning and decision making. Consider partnerships and even
mergers in a sensible and timely fashion if this is in the best interests of your beneficiaries.
Be wary of absorbing the increased demand for services without the corresponding increase
in resource as this will ultimately impact on quality and is at risk of reinforcing the
misguided belief that the sector can absorb greater demand and deliver services for free
because they use volunteers.
Use the experience and expertise that you have to shape services and to influence policy.
Speak up effectively for the benefit of the people that use your services.

Methodology
Around 100 Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise (VCSE) organisations working across the
North East took part in our survey. The findings from their responses form the basis of this report.
Respondents to the survey were:
•
•
•

able to remain anonymous
not obliged to answer all questions
able to choose more than one answer to several questions

Unless otherwise stated, the data highlighted throughout this report is given as a proportion of
organisations responding to specific questions.
For the purposes of this report the VCSE sector includes voluntary and community organisations,
companies limited by guarantee, groups, regional charities, social enterprises including CICs, mutuals
and co-operatives.

Who took part?
Type of organisations
We asked what type of organisation they were, with the majority being registered charities (76%),
followed by Companies Limited by Guarantee (49%).

Type of organisation
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Activity and location of organisations
Just over half of respondents were service provider organisations.

What is the primary activity of your organisation?

Service provider

Acts as a network

Infrastructure body

Provides advocacy/advice/information

Provides buildings/open space

Other (please specify)

Where organisations work in the North East region
All of North East

National

Durham
Northumberland

Sunderland
Darlington
Hartlepool

South Tyneside

Middlesborough
North Tyneside
Redcar and Cleveland
Newcastle

Gateshead

Stockton-on-Tees

Just over 100 organisations responded to the survey, representing a broad cross section of VCSE
organisations in the region. These ranged from small, neighbourhood groups to large national
enterprising charities. Respondents operate right across the region covering every local authority.
Between them they supported over 180,000 individuals in the North East, and almost 7,000
organisations. They employ over 2,480 people and have just under 3,000 volunteers.

Key areas of services/activities
Volunteering
Transport
Sustainable Development
Substance Misuse
Sport and recreation
Skills and Training
Rural
Neighbourhood Renewal
Homelessness
Housing
Health and Wellbeing

Funding
Faith
Employment
Environment
Disability
Digital/Technology
Community Energy
Criminal Justice
Community Development
Carers
Arts/Culture/Heritage
Animal Welfare
Ageing
Advice, advocacy and benefits
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Income of respondents
Respondents were asked to select their approximate income bands for 2015/16 with the majority
42% in the ‘medium’ sized organisation band of £100,000-£1million. 35% were in the £10,000£100,000 band and 13% were in the under £10,000 band.

Income band of organisation

9%

2%

13%

35%

42%

under £10,000

£10,000-£100,000

£100,000-£1m

£1m-£10m

£10m+

Reserves
We asked two questions about reserves - the funds a charity keeps in reserve – which can
strengthen a charity’s resilience against, for example, drops in income or the demands of a new
project. Previous surveys had shown a consistent trend of high numbers of organisations with no
reserves to fall back on. This is now falling back again slightly from 23% to 21% but is still worryingly
high as reserves are considered a charity’s safety net.

If your organisation had no income how long could you
keep running on your reserves?
30%

25%
20%
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10%
5%
0%
We have no reserves

0-3 months

3-6 months

6-12 months

More than a year

If your organisation has reserves do you plan to use them in
the coming financial year?
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Yes

Likely

Not sure

Unlikely

No

How the sector is funded
Income changes
There has been a marked change in income mix reported this year. 46% have their grant income
decrease but 44% have seen their earned income increase, showing the sector is continuing to adapt
to survive.

How has your income changed in the past 3 years
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Earned income (e.g. trading goods, selling
services, delivering contracts)
Increased

Grant income

Decreased

No change

46% have their grant income decrease but 44% have seen their earned income increase.

Where does your funding come from?
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This year we asked for more detail from organisations on not just the range of the source of income
but also the percentage received. We hope in future years to be able to track where income is
increasing and decreasing.
Local NHS grants and contracts
Local NHS provide a small amount of grants and contracts for organisations, with 28% receiving NHS
grants and 21% receiving NHS contracts.
Local Authority grants and contracts
Local authority grants are still a significant source of funding for organisations with 77% receiving a
grant, remaining steady from 76% in 2014, however its worth stating this doesn’t measure whether
the grant itself has decreased. 50% of organisations received income from Local Authority contracts;
this is stable since 2014 when the figure was 49%.
National government grants and contracts
10% of organisations received income from national government grants and 24% received income
from contracts.
Earned income
77% earn income from selling goods and services and for 20% of organisations this provides 75% or
more of their whole income.
Lottery funding
This includes Big Lottery, Arts Council, Sport England, Heritage Lottery and other lottery sources of
income, with 52% of organisations in receipt of this funding.
Trusts and Foundations
82% of organisations received income from grants through Trusts and Foundations, a slight increase
on 2014’s figure of 80%.
Donations and fundraising
72% of organisations received income from charitable donations, fundraising and legacies, down
from 2014’s figure of 87%.

New areas of work and how they are funded
65% of organisations had developed a new area of service or project in the past 2 years. When asked
about how any new areas of work were funded outside their organisation responses were:

How new work has been funded

30%

48%

0%

22%

Grant

Contract

Loan finance

Sales/income

Income changes over the past 3 years
We asked respondents how their earned income and grant income has changed in the past 3 years.
The sector has been encouraged to become ‘more enterprising’ and ‘less reliant on grants’. How did
the figures bear this out?

Increased income - where is it from?
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For those organisations who reported an increase in income in the past 2 years we were interested
to hear which areas of income this had been. Earned income from selling goods and services was the
leading source of income reported with 79% of organisations seeing an increase in this area,
followed by grants from trusts and foundations (52%) and lottery funding (46%).

Decreased income - where has it been lost from?
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For those organisations who reported a decrease in income in the past 2 years we were interested to
hear which areas of income this had been. Decreased income of grants from charitable trusts and
foundations was the leading area of lost income with 77% of organisations seeing a decrease. This
was followed by lottery funding (58%), local authority contracts (77%) and local authority grants
(64%).

Lost income – was it expected?
16 respondents said they did not know they were going to lose this income, with 32 saying they did
expect it.
Comments included:





The Local Authority has reduced us from a three year grant to a one year contract - not
sensible as it involves constant negotiation for a relatively small amount of money.
Competition for grants has increased and this places bigger organisations with more
available resources and staff in a much more advantageous position to smaller
organisations.
The local authority funding cuts were much higher than envisaged.



It was announced by the government that (the funding) would end so there was a lead in
time, however the funding was not replaced and there is no other funding of this type, or at
this level, available. The impact has been that we have lost half our funding, half our staff
and the service we have been able to offer is more limited.

Social investment
Social investments are repayable loans lent by social investors interested in social lending. It’s clear
that it’s still a new area for many, and when responses were filtered by size, the larger the
organisation the more likely it was to have considered or used social investment.

Are you considering exploring new sources of income such
as social investment

Yes

No

Maybe

Have you ever accessed social investment before?

Yes, we have accessed social investment

No but have considered it and not taken forward

No

Impact on organisation and beneficiaries
Organisations were asked to assess over the last financial year the impact on demand and resources,
whether it had increased, decreased or stayed the same.

Impact on demand and resources
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80%
70%
60%
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0%
Numbers of
beneficiaries

Number of
volunteers
Decrease

Number of paid staff Demand for your
services
No change

Number of services
you provide

Increase

Organisations are widely reporting an increase in demand for their service at 85%, up from 71% in
2014. In response to this 61% have increased the number of services provided (35% in 2014),
showing the sector attempting to meet the challenges of that increase in demand. The numbers
reporting increased numbers of beneficiaries has risen to 72% from 42%.
The majority of respondents reported no change to numbers of volunteers or paid staff which
indicates the sector is attempting to meet increased demand without expanding human resources.
We asked respondents to describe the impact of demand on their organisation and beneficiaries.
Had the quality of their service changed?
General points:


Vast majority reporting increase in demand for service.



Decrease in funding so reliant more on volunteers, or getting staff to do more for less, work
in own time, fund own training.



Quality of service declining due to less staff available, reduced access, client’s needs are
more complex due to welfare reforms, taking longer to help,



Some report picking up other organisation’s caseloads as other groups close.



Number of paid staff is far more likely to be freelance now than in the past: our staff
membership has decreased by 25% in the last year. We feel our organisation can be more

impactful and personalised with a network of highly skilled and knowledgeable freelancers
with great expertise gathered in a diverse range of settings. Beneficiaries are better off.


12 months ago, the organisation lost a significant local government grant and had no choice
but to employ a development manager to introduce a new strategic plan and to rebuild the
organisation. This has resulted in significant changes in the scope, size and nature of the
organisation's output. As a result, (we) reach considerably more beneficiaries.



We have an increased demand for our services and activities however to date we have been
able to meet this demand. Present funding is coming to an end and our beneficiaries are
very much concerned that they will be left without any support in the near future.



We have found that we are able to less time with clients - we have to prioritise what we do.
We are not able to spend as much time looking for funding as we really need to. “We can't
be everywhere” has now become a mantra.



The demand for our services, in particular disability welfare rights, is increasing rapidly. This
is due to a number of organisations closing due to lack of funding. Although we are in a
stable position it is not possible to indicate at this stage if we can recruit more staff because
of potential future funding issues. This has implications in terms of stress levels of staff and
also has a negative effect on disabled people.



With limited resources and fewer places to signpost those clients we cannot help because of
time constraints; this is pushing disabled people further into poverty, financial hardship and
social exclusion.



The demand is met by staff working unpaid hours to meet the need.



We have had to reshape some of our existing services to adapt to the increase in referrals;
we have had to shorten the length of programmes and group sessions. Our young women
have lost out in some quality of service and shorter intervention. It has meant putting our
Support Staff onto Bank Hour Contracts. This is a vote of no confidence in the voluntary
service as these staff members have been loyal to our Charity for quite a number of years.
To lose them is to lose valuable resources, mounds of experience needed to sustain our
Voluntary Sector. It appears there is a bigger demand for the service but the procedure for
getting their Personalisation Budgets up and running, is taking too long.

Support needed
We asked what practical or developmental support organisations needed most in the coming year.
The top four answers were:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Grant/fundraising applications
Marketing and communications
Bid and tender writing (contracts)
Exploring new business models

Forecasting the future
In the coming 12 months do you anticipate
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Yes

No

Maybe

Respondents were asked to anticipate what might happen to their organisation in the coming 12
months. Despite the difficult challenges faced, many respondents still appear to be optimistic about
the future of their organisation.

Staffing & Volunteers
On a positive note 45% will be or are considering recruiting more staff, compared to 38% two years
earlier. 29% will be or are considering reducing staff, which is a significant drop from 50% previously.
Volunteers are still an important resource for organisations, with 81% anticipating an increase in
volunteers, continuing the previous level of 80%. Overall, 29% anticipated making redundancies,
down from 50% previously.

Services and support
The percentage of organisations looking to provide more services remains high and roughly similar
to 2014 (68% this year to 65% in 2014), whilst 33% are considering closing a service, down on 44% in
2014.
69% will or may be increasing the number/type of beneficiaries they support, up from on 63%.

Closures and mergers
No organisations reported they will close in the next 12 months, the first time in the history of this
survey that we’ve had a zero response. 14% said they may close and 14% may merge with another
organisation.

Living Wage
From April 2016 the new 'national living wage' will be introduced of £7.20, rising to £9 by 2020.
We asked will this change impact on your organisation and for comments.
Most organisations who have paid staff stated they already pay the living wage. Responses included:


We know that potentially 1 in 4 care homes will close which may impact on our target
market.



Yes as now the tax credits will change for part-time workers and as a small organisation we
have to pay this.



The living wage increases however the contract increase from the county council doesn’t
increase in an amount that covers the extra costs for staff wages.



This will be a challenge especially along with the introduction of pension auto-enrolment. In
2016/17 a lot of this increase was passed to clients, however, this isn't sustainable for each
year until 2020 and we'll have to diversify our income.



The rising yearly rise in staff costs put pressure upon us to raise the community centre hire
charges which may impact on the financial viability of some of the classes being provided by
clients.



It will have some effect but we can manage it.



No direct impact on us as staff are paid above that level - but there is potentially a major
impact for many of our members employing people on minimum wage.



The National Living Wage is an important and desirable policy. All salaries currently
budgeted above this level.



Very fortunately we were paying our staff above the minimum rate so, to date, it has very
little effect on us but it will by 2020

Where do you see your organisation in 3 years’ time?
The majority of responses were optimistic about future talking of plans for expansion, which is
surprising given the funding environment and rapid increase in demand for services. However there
were comments around uncertainty, of being dependent on funding to survive, with many looking to
diversify their income streams to counterbalance that dependence and increase sustainability.


More sustainable through trading and less reliant on grants/contract.



Providing the same service with, hopefully more volunteers.



Bigger, stronger and able to reach considerably more beneficiaries.



Bigger, better, less reliant on grant funding, more aligned to NHS and Local Authority goals.



Working under a more sustainable business model and providing more chargeable services.
Potential of looking at a trading arm, i.e. community transport.



We are optimistic each year we survive but we can only take it one year at a time and if our
small income dries up we'll be just a memory to those that hear the voice of the old in the
North East.



Hopefully in a position where we have grown again financially. We are hopeful that some of
the work we're doing locally about prevention will release more money into the VCSE from
the local authority. I don't anticipate closing services or reducing them significantly.



Our work is still valid but unless we respond to the changing market and introduce new
working models it seems unsure if it will still be viable.



So many organisations are closing and the demand on trusts is increasing. We would like to
hope the organisation is still operating to help serve the demand of the local community but
like everyone we are trying to stay optimistic.



Our current vision is only for another two years. We used to develop 3 - 5 years strategic
plan for the organisation but we believe this is unrealistic with current funding

Key messages to stakeholders
We asked what would your key messages be to Policymakers, Local Authorities, Central
Government and other funders. Here are some of the responses.


The voluntary sector cannot be a substitute as a provider of mainstream and/or
discretionary services. The reduction of funding of local services cannot be replaced by the
voluntary sector without some major, sustainable support from the original service provider.



Value the voluntary sector for what it can bring in terms of expertise, knowledge,
understanding of service users and their issues, and understanding of impact of Government
policy. Do not expect them to deliver new services on a commercial basis overnight and
support pump priming of new initiatives with grant aid. The VCSE is the equivalent of
investing in research and development in the private sector - and can generate new
solutions to intractable social problems.



There are more than 10 charities in the UK. Try and remember this when issuing contracts.



Broaden your funding criteria. Core costs might not be sexy in terms of funding but the
reliance on short term project work is stretching the capacity of organisations to cope. CICs
are also regulated and operate with and deliver social objectives that have robust charitable
aims.



Trust the sector. Develop and sustain meaningful relationships and keep the channels open.



Recognise the value of good infrastructure support to local organisations. And recognise that
'social investment' and 'social enterprise' is not an answer to everything. The services which
some charities provide could never and should never generate income, and that's OK.



The VCSE provide services that take the strain of many statutory bodies, that themselves are
already under pressure. Many people in the community will be left without services to
support them. Food banks are operating, high levels of people living in poverty, the health
and well-being of people is declining, now is a time when VCSE should be operating at its
best to address these issues, but sadly due to cut backs voluntary agencies are closing and
this will have a catastrophic effect on those who are most in need.



Funding from Local authorities needs to be reinstated. Supporting Voluntary organisations
gives value for money, saving local authorities and Public Health hundreds of thousands.



Stop making plans for the VCSE to be your rescuers and the ones that will deliver all the
services on the cheap now you have less money when in fact
1. We are the same as any business and need money to run
2. You are so busy removing money from us we are closing down and won’t be here to help
you when you finally decide to involve us in any discussions!!
3. 23,000 charities have closed since austerity, so it’s not an idle threat but an actual reality
and they were all primarily small charities working at grass roots, exactly what you need for
your future plans to work.



To recognise and support the critical work that voluntary organisations and Charities do
within the community. To allocate more funding to support the core operating costs of those
organisations who are picking up the work previously carried out by social services,
healthcare organisations and other bodies who have ceased this provision.



The continued cascading of delivery and responsibilities down to communities has the
potential to transform the lives of many of the most marginalised but it can only be achieved
if quality support is made available to sustain community delivery. My worry is that without
the necessary infrastructure we will see a catalogue of failure, both individual and
organisational, and that this will provide those who were never convinced by the merit of
community delivery with the ammunition they seek to centralise delivery and bar access to
the most challenging clients.



We are a small community centre in an area of high deprivation, high unemployment and
high physical and/or mental health issues. We need funding to be able to provide staff and
premises to assist the local community with their many and varied issues and problems.
Various statutory bodies and support organisations expect us to be able to provide
information advice and support to their clients without providing us with any financial
funding.



Support us, you will miss us when we are gone.



Support infrastructure - how are small charities and volunteers going to be able to develop
robust and sustainable organisations to provide essential services without specialist help and
support?

Next Steps
VONNE will forward this report to the key stakeholders in the North East, all of the North
East’s MPs and local authority leaders and chief executives, as well as selected Government
representatives. We will repeat the survey in 2 years’ time and continue to lobby for more
investment in the sector in the North East.

Conclusions
These findings on the impact that spending cuts are having on the VCSE sector in the North
East show a challenging situation. Whilst this survey can only give a flavour of what is
happening in the sector in the North East the number of respondents at 100 is a significant
sample.
All of this has been set against a backdrop of large-scale public sector cuts. It is clear that
those that receive state benefits and rely on services have traditionally been provided by
the public sector are now turning to the sector, as demonstrated by the large increase in
demand. The idea that the safety net provided by charities and community groups could be
lost is too dire to contemplate.
We appreciate that statutory funding hasn’t disappeared completely, although there is
certainly less of it and increased competition for what remains, but the question isn’t really
about funding or the lack thereof.
The question is really about which organisations and services the North East is able to
retain. And as organisations and services struggle to deliver these services on limited
resources what impact will that have on our beneficiaries and communities, some of whom
are the most vulnerable in our society?
The continued increase in demand tells us that people need the services provided by the
VCSE sector in the region. The increase in beneficiary numbers tell us that the sector is
responding to that demand, even if it means using their reserves. But what happens when
the reserves run out and the replacement funding fails to materialise?

